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Nothing Prints

Flashing Error/
Wait light on
control panel

Solid Error/Wait
light on control
panel

No Error/Wait light
illuminated on
control panel

Light illuminates
after job is sent

Ink can be Drawn
Through
maintenance
Station

Ink cannot be
drawn through
maintenance
station

Blown F2 on print
engine board.
Replace Board

Clogged Tubes,
Printhead, or
maintenance
station

Audible Beeping

No Beeping

Light illuminates
before job is Sent

Control panel
display “Waste Ink
Pad Counter”

Control panel
“Printer Ready” or
“Cancel Key
Available”

Reseat ink Chip
Holder

Clean Encoder
Strip

Reset Waste Ink
Pad Counter

Send a Job, after
job is done,
system will do
automaintenance

If does not fix,
check encoder
strip. Possible bad
chip holder

If still occurring,
Reseat Ink Chip
Holder

Follow Steps for
Diagnosing Clog

No ink flow on
one or more
channels

Nozzle check print
something even if
missing channels

Nozzle Check
prints nothing at all

Perform an Ink
Charge then a
nozzle check

Issue is resolved

Issue is not
resloved

Ink can be drawn
through
maintenance
station

Inspect Dampers
for damage or
clogs

Blown F2 fuse.
Replace Print
Engine Board

Dampers are
damaged or
clogged

Dampers are
normal

Replace bad
dampers

Check tubes for
clogs

One or tubes are
clogged

Use a syringe to
draw out clog.
Replace tubes if
needed

Ink cannot be
Drawn through
Maintenance
station

Tubes are not
clogged

Inspect
Maintenance
station for clog

Maintenance
station is normal

Maintenance
station is clogged

Flush Maintenance
Station

Replace Printhead

Replace
Maintenance
station

Issue not resolved

Print Quality
Issues

Image has
banding

Prints Look Fuzzy

Color look Strange

White Box appears
around image

Bands are Lighter
Than the rest of
Image

Bands are darker
than the rest of
image

Verify image
resolution is high
enough

Check what color
mode the Software
is using. Vivid or
Graphics ect.

Save image as
TIFF or PNG

Nozzle are
clogged. Perform
up to three head
cleans

Overlap is
occurring. Adjust
Table height and
perform printhead
alignment

Table is too low.
Adjust Table
height.

Verify the image is
in RGB mode

Make sure “save
transparency” is
checked under
TIFF options

Nozzle Checks do
not look good after
three head cleans

Perform an ink
charge

Check to see what
ICC profiles are
applied to the
image

Ink issues

White is not solid/
Vibrant

Pretreatment is
correctly applied

Pretreatment is not
correctly applied

Verify under base
is set to Medium 3

Advise on correct
pretreatment
methods

Resolves issue

White ink is
separating in the
lines

Ink is washing out
prematurly

Perform Ink
Charge or head
cleans to mix ink in
lines

Verify Heat press
temperature and
time settings

Advise to print out
white once per
week even with
auto-cleans

Resolves Issue

Does not resolve
Issue

Does not resolve
issue
Use a remote
thermometer to get
accurate temp of
heat press
Verify that white
carts are being
shaken twice a
week

White ink has not
settled in the lines

White ink has
settled in the lines

Perform nozzle
check to see if
white is clogged.
See no ink flow

Advise on correct
wash setting
(inside out)

